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This video is brought to you by Triumf Group and Commercial Bank Malayan Ringgit. Raja Ramesh returns to Tirunelveli after 4 years. He happens to meet with his brother's girlfriend Kamala who is a reporter. He goes to see her place and find out that she is in a troublesome
situation. He urges her to leave the place until he somehow can help. In the meantime, one of his enemies is getting closer to the truth and is instrumental in bringing his brother and Kamala together. This film is a light drama with no big budget to shame the director who directs big

budget films as well. Raja Ramesh is an angry young man. He and his wife and son have been abandoned by their father after he and his mother separated. This is the start of their problems. He fights with his mother and his brother and gets into trouble most of the time. And not
afraid to do so, Raja Ramesh is a man with problems. Raja Ramesh was directed and produced by R. Sooraj for the Triumf Group. The music was by Ilaiyaraaja. The C.I.D team will be led by Santosh Dharmalingam. Director Sooraj indicates "for the first time, the popular movie director
has translated his story for the screen. And it shows the director's approach to material, in a relatively simple plot that is largely told in the time period and setting of the original novel." Ramesh has come from big screen fame in the Indian Bollywood film industry to feature in Tamil

cinema. Having tasted success with Thulluvadho Ilamai, he returns here to director another film in the series. This is Sooraj's first feature film as a director for a domestic firm, and the second film for Triumf Films after Thulluvadho Ilamai. Critics have remarked Sooraj's ability to adapt
to an Indian audience while maintaining the essence of his original. Two-thirds of the film has a comic element which the director adds to the earlier similar versions. Raja Ramesh - Friends! = Tumbina Tumbina = Yaadum!. Enjoy sa Saathiya Season 5 Episode 9. Watch sa Saathiya

Season 5 Episode 9 HD Streaming, Watch sa Saathiya Season 5 Episode 9 full episode, sa Saathiya Season 5 Episode 9 The Story, sa Saathiya Season
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